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Big Thoughts
So now what?

*People Need Concrete Skills, Tools, & Strategies to Succeed!*
Key Tools for Leaders in Education

Foundation: Modeling

Act, Interact, and React

• 50% Rule

• OPS
Other People’s Stuff: OPS

Examples

- Frustrated Coworker
- Angry Family
- Cynical Significant Other
- Negative Bad Mood
- Failed Friend
- Rejected Stranger
- Scared Neighbor
- Disappointed Acquaintance
- Hurt Boss
- Jealous Resentful

Impact

Real

- Morning YOU
- Noon YOU
- Night YOU

Ideal

- Morning YOU
- Noon YOU
- Night YOU
Ownership
DCI Model ©
How to Reach a Goal

Define
WHAT
What do you want?
Specific
Concrete
Measurable

Clarify
WHY
Why do you want it?
Passion
Commitment
Alignment

Implement
HOW
How will you get it?
Plan
Timeline
Accountability
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Highlights and Epiphanies...

What will you...

• *Remember*?

• *Use*?

• *Try*?

• *Do*?
Thank You…
for what you do,
and for how you do it.
Stay Connected!
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Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.

Nelson Mandela
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